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CHANGE %CHG 52 WK-HIGH 52 WK-LOW YTD

-271.73 -0.91% 30116.51 18213.65 3.86%
-16.72 -0.46% 3645.99 2191.86 12.10%
-7.11 -0.06% 12236.23 6631.42 35.96%

-206.31 -1.19% 17970.51 11172.73 0.74%
-36.03 -1.17% 3539.89 2260.11 -10.25%
-101.39 -1.59% 7689.67 4898.79 -16.92%
-44.52 -0.33% 13795.24 8255.65 0.32%
-79.63 -1.42% 6111.41 3632.06 -7.69%
0.00 0.00% 26834.20 16358.19 11.74%

-553.19 -2.06% 29174.92 21139.26 -6.56%
-16.55 -0.49% 3458.79 2646.80 11.20%

LAST CHANGE %CHG
$15.25 $1.51 10.99%
$11.71 $0.87 8.03%
$10.91 $0.77 7.59%
$11.40 $0.70 6.54%
$93.41 $4.72 5.32%

LAST CHANGE %CHG
$2.33 -$0.25 -9.69%
$5.21 -$0.47 -8.27%
$3.30 -$0.29 -8.08%
$5.27 -$0.43 -7.54%
$6.44 -$0.52 -7.47%

S&P/TSX INDUSTRY LAST CHANGE %CHG YTD
ENERGY 85.54 -5.80 -6.35% -41.39%
MATERIALS 311.44 1.69 0.55% 16.04%
UTILITIES 317.87 -2.30 -0.72% 10.07%
FINANCIALS 301.27 -6.04 -1.97% -4.50%
INDUSTRIALS 320.72 -4.50 -1.38% 12.15%
HEALTH CARE 67.66 0.52 0.77% -11.46%
CONS. DISCRETIONARY 221.08 -2.00 -0.90% 9.95%
CONS. STAPLES 640.52 -1.14 -0.18% 3.45%
INFO TECH. 176.34 0.36 0.20% 49.53%
COMMUNICATION SVCS 166.17 -0.93 -0.56% -7.27%
REAL ESTATE 307.18 -4.17 -1.34% -11.33%

GOVERNMENT BONDS 2YR 5YR 10YR 30YR
CANADA (YLD%) 0.26% 0.44% 0.68% 1.18%
U.S. (YLD%) 0.15% 0.36% 0.84% 1.57%

COMMODITIES/ FX LAST CHANGE %CHG YTD
CRUDE OIL WTI $45.06 -$0.470 -1.03% -26.25%
NATURAL GAS $2.93 $0.091 3.20% 34.03%
GOLD $1,775.40 -$6.500 -0.36% 16.84%
COPPER $3.43 $0.035 1.03% 22.92%
CAD / USD $0.7689 -$0.0001 -0.01% -0.14%
CAD / EUR €0.6445 €0.0000 0.00% -6.13%
USD / EUR €0.8382 €0.0001 0.01% -6.00%
USD / JPY ¥104.29 ¥0.02 0.02% -3.98%
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Market Review

Moderna applied for U.S. and EU authorization for its Covid vaccine.

U.S. stocks fell from records as investors assessed the prospects for risk
assets after a blistering month-long rally. Broad selling today sent the
Dow Jones Industrial Average and the S&P500 index lower while the tech-
heavy Nasdaq indexes that trailed in November fared better. American
small caps had their best months on record. Elsewhere, the MSCI World
Index soared 13% in November, also recording its best performance on
record. The rapid pace to a coronavirus vaccine has given investors the
confidence to price in a return to normalcy and faster economic growth,
helping lift shares of companies that were hardest hit by the pandemic.
Over the weekend, U.S. Surgeon General Jerome Adams said the federal
government hopes to quickly review and approve requests from two
drugmakers for emergency approval of their Covid-19 vaccines. Shares of
Moderna Inc. surged as much as 18% after the company applied for U.S.
and European emergency authorization for its COVID-19 vaccine today.
Full results from a late-stage study showed it was 94.1% effective with no
serious safety concerns. Moderna also reported that its vaccine's efficacy
rate was consistent across age, race, ethnicity and gender demographics
as well as having a 100% success rate in preventing severe cases of a
disease. Business information provider S&P Global Inc agreed to pay $44
billion in stock to acquire IHS Markit Ltd in the year's biggest acquisition
that will create a new data powerhouse serving Wall Street and the
corporate world. Gold is on course for its largest monthly decline in four
years while Bitcoin rallied back to an all-time high. Oil edged lower in
New York as OPEC+ began two days of potentially complicated talks to
hash out the size of its oil-production cuts next year, with the group’s
president calling for caution in a fragile market.
In Canada, the main stock index also fell, as investors awaited the
government's new spending plans and details of its emergency support
measures to tackle the accelerating coronavirus infections across the
country. The so-called Fall Economic Statement (FES) will include initial
investments on green stimulus measures, a "down payment" on a national
childcare plan announced in September, while new COVID-19 relief
measures for hard-hit sectors is also expected. On the economic front,
Canada's current account deficit widened to C$7.53 billion in the third
quarter and producer prices fell by 0.4% in October from September,
while the value of Canadian building permits slid by 14.6% last month,
which was much wider than analyst forecast of 5% decline
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